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Figure 1. SERENDIPITY enabled CYBER GAMEs overview 
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SERENDIPITY enabled CYBER GAMES (SeCG): 
a Framework for AREs/ARGs to Help Enrich Research Efforts 

 
1. Introduction:  CNAM-CEDRIC, SRI International, and Business-2-Any are pleased to 
present SERENDIPITY enabled CYBER GAMEs (SeCG) in response to IARPA-RFI-13-03. 
We draw upon our team's extensive prior experience in the field of cyber-games research to 
address Questions 3 and 4 in that solicitation. Specifically, we discuss some key elements to 
incorporate when designing or using AREs/ARGs for research purposes, and also some issues 
concerning the process of combining periods of controlled data collection with periods of free 
play. 
2. Previous experience: Authors of this proposal have been deeply involved in different 
research projects related to pervasive games, alternate reality games, learning and gaming, 
cyber systems: 

• AREs/ARGs: SoundPark [PEL2010], augmented paintings [HAB2010], Paris 
Overnight University (POU-PLUG1) [AST2011], ARTSENSE [ART2013], Alterland 
[ALT2011], 

• Characteristics of human behaviours in multiplayer game environments and virtual 
worlds [MUR2012, LAW2012], 

• Behaviour change: The Secret of the Museum PSM-PLUG [GEN2009a, GEN2009b], 
electric car driving gamification [ODE2013],  

• Adaptive instruction, interactive learning and mobile gaming [DIE2009], POU-PLUG 
[AST2011], 

• Platforms for pervasive gaming: GASP [PEL2005], uGASP [PEL2008, PEL2010], 
pervasive gaming middleware and player profile management [PEL2009], adaptive 
and pervasive games [GRE2011], Cloud Computing for MMO pervasive games in the 
context of the PLAY ONLINE project [CAP2010] supported by Cap Digital2, cyber 
physical games [CHO2013],  

• Knowledge modeling for pervasive/cyber systems: Internet of Things [GAU2011, 
GAU2013], [KIM2010], [KIM2012], [KIM2013], [CHO2013].  

3. Project Presentation: The name of the project "SERENDIPITY enabled CYBER 
GAMEs" (SeCG) came up from the word cloud, generated with Wordle [WOR2013] and 
provided below Figure 2. This cloud has been issued from key words of our research topics; 
from some texts we wrote down and from conference calls where we would like to publish 
our results on next generation AREs/ARGs. "serendipity", "cyber" and "games" are relevant 
and match features we want to address. 
Our projects in a cultural context [AST2011] or related with behavioral change [ODE2013] 
showed us the importance of pervasivity for learning. As [GUS2010] explained, pervasivity 
makes easier what classic learning theory calls “transfer”, that is: apply abstract knowledge 
learned in everyday life. For these reasons, pervasive gaming is a basis of our approach. 
The following sections describe most hints and key features of the next generation Alternate 
Reality Environments/Alternate Reality Games (AREs/ARGs) to answer the RFI-IARPA-13-
03, UAREHERE – "Using Alternate Reality Environments to Help Enrich Research Efforts". 
The SeCG framework is depicted Figure 1, page 2 of this document. 
4. Behaviour modeling: Behaviour modeling is a key issue of SeCG, and may be one of the 
trickiest. Behaviour modelling is embedded inside the overall SeCG framework. It is the 
                                                 
1 PLUG stands for PLay Ubiquitous Games and play more, 2008-2010 (27 months). The consortium with 
academics and enterprises (http://cedric.cnam.fr/index.php/labo/projet/view?id=13, french). It is a French 
research agency funded project. It is related to cultural heritage and ubiquitous gaming to learn and play. Two 
ubiquitous games have been delivered PSM and POU. Eric Gressier-Soudan was the coordinator of the project. 
2 Cap Digital(http://www.capdigital.com/en/) is a French business cluster for digital contents & services in Paris. 



reason why it doesn't appear in Figure 1. Its aim is to understand how people think, react and 
adapt as single entities thru the ARG/ARE. That is to say understand, in some specific 
situations and for many different users, how users: settle their objectives (aims, 
motivations…), feel (apprehend, sense), analyze (internal mechanisms, mental schemes, 
culture…), react (skills, know-how), adapt (auto-organize, i.e. use auto-learning curves to 
feel/analyze/react in case of unknown situation, return over experience); prioritize their own 
objectives, depending on the situation, change their objectives in case they cannot 
feel/analyze/react (adaptation to avoid cognitive burn-out). Several tasks have been identified 
to provide an efficient framework. 

 
Figure 2. Cloud word related to next generation pervasive games 

• Modeling: 
1) Modeling contexts will be used to experiment modeled behaviours, then further to 

understand how human beings apprehend/react/adapt in those contexts.  
- Definition of contexts: Identify and describe relevant contexts for experiments. 
- Modeling of contexts: Model and automate (if required) elements of the relevant 

contexts in order to feed further testing of modeled behaviours.  
- Iterations of modeling based on the feedback from experience. This step illustrates the 

recursive way the modeled behaviours will be processed. The initial models will be 
extended or enhanced throughout experiences. 

2) This task will be to model single person behaviours. Behaviour in the context of person 
modelling implicitly refers also to knowledge and learning. Step by step, achieving the 
goal to obtain accurate models of human behaviours that would feed further work on 
artificial intelligence for different purposes: marketing, military, industry, etc. 

- Definition of behaviours: Identify and exhaustively describe relevant behaviours of 
human beings when facing different contexts. 

- Model and automate human behaviours on the basis of a systemic and cybernetic 
method formerly used in the French army and the Industry. 

- Iterations of modeling based on the statements provided by experiences. This step will 
be also iterated. Tangible behaviours will be the ones that have been refined through a 
parallel process of testing. 

3) The third task will be to model some AREs that will be experimented on modeled 
behaviours, then further understand how human beings change their perception, reaction 
or adaptation in several contexts with those AREs/ARGs. This modeling work is an 
iterative process. Different information or stimuli extracted from the AREs/ARGs will 
then feed the modeled behaviours. 
Modeling relies on "intelligent" avatars, CyberAvatars, executed on computers and that 
exchange data. Computers can be mobile devices or servers on the Cloud. One or more 
avatars can model a user and its behaviour. 



• Model Testing: Tests and result analysis must be driven with stakeholders of the project 
and by experts on cognitive/social/behavioural and psychological research. A comparison 
between modeled and real behaviours is part of this work. 

1) The first task will be to test single behaviour models in contexts. This stage is about 
testing the modeled behaviours in different contexts to check whether the modeling is 
correct or not. This is actually the refining phase of the process that would allow, in an 
iterated way, to obtain a tangible and usable model of human behaviour. 

2) The second task will be to analyze how ARE/ARG can impact human cognitive state. It 
will be useful for the researchers to understand how ARE(s) can influence, impact or 
change human cognitive balance.  

3) The last task will be to use real people for testing purposes. This process is a parallel one 
in the project. The use of people for testing issues will only be relevant when: the 
modeling of behaviours is impossible through an abstract work, and additional 
observations of real humans immerged in the same situations are required. 

Sections just after explain different building blocks of SeCG, given in Figure 1. The Social 
Media component is very standard and then not explained. It can also feed the ARE/ARG if 
the game design is transmedia storytelling based. 
5. Provisioning the Authoring and Generation Platform:  
• Game Design and Storytelling: The game should be carefully designed. The balance 

between goals to be reached and play is difficult to achieve. We partially failed in PSM-
PLUG, fun was the heart of the game. And we succeeded in POU-PLUG, because 
learning was driving the design of the pervasive game before fun. In POU-PLUG, flow 
[CSI1990] and magic circle [HUI1949] also helped to guide the design. Mobility, 
different kinds of media and multiple connected devices allowed some transmedia 
storytelling that helped to foster players' immersion. The ARG Alt-minds is a significant 
example of a successful transmedia storytelling [ALT2012]. 
During the PLUG project, we made an unexpected statement. POU-PLUG completely 
satisfied our goal to learn how an invention emerges. But PSM-PLUG allowed new 
behaviours in the museum: linearity of the visit was broken, the museum became a social 
space, and even players discovered a new way to use their Near Field Communication 
enabled mobile phone. For the team, a peer to peer exchange between two mobile phones 
was a game action (virtual cards exchange), for the players, it was a new user experience: 
they called it a digital French kiss. This unexpected statement is a demonstration of 
serendipity. 

• Goals, Facts and Events modeling: In the context of UAREHERE, relevant research 
goals, facts and event modeling are expected to be well defined. Application patterns 
could have been identified and should be reproduced in the ARG. This step is difficult and 
requires caution. The relationship between formal methods and game design is an 
emerging research field [CHOI2013], [BOS2011], [CHA2005]. 

6. Authoring and Generation Platform: An Authoring and Generation Platform is required 
in the design phase of the ARE/ARG. The WEZIT platform from Mazedia [MAZ2013] is 
dedicated to cultural heritage, but it provides a first overview of what a platform for pervasive 
games should offer. Mainly an authoring and Generation platform helps to build the final 
ARE/ARG and to gather the different inputs to provide some serious pervasive multiplayer 
game. Our platform is partially automated, and partially designer driven. Designer should be 
considered in a broader sense: programmers, game designers, researcher linked to the problem 
to be solved, psychologists… all stakeholders of the ARE/ARGs project and its results.  
Our platform helps to generate and deploy the contents of AREs/ARGs, the code for servers 
and client devices (apps for example), their configuration (mandatory software components, 
dynamic ones…) and to provision resources such as Cloud (PaaS approach seems to be 



appropriate). The resulting ARE/ARG should take into account privacy rules at least, and if 
required anonymity rules.  
The platform should also include some features to provision the intelligence of the game that 
will help to discover new research results, new behaviours, all what UAREHERE can expect. 
7. SERENDIPITY enabled CYBER GAME environment: This part is the heart of the 
project. It instantiates behaviour modeling through cyber games. It covers the execution 
framework of multiplayer pervasive games. It means mostly: the game universe, the game 
logic engine, levels, sounds, augmented reality enhancements, images, videos… the same 
framework as described in [MON2010] and that we implemented in [GRE2011]. We are 
convinced that SeCG can benefit from a networked cyber physical approach on the device 
side [CHOI2013][KIM2010]. It can help to coordinate group of players on the field while 
achieving their goals. Moreover the architecture of SeCG needs some specific considerations 
to connect virtual and real worlds, cyber game and cyber physical game. To ensure this 
connection, we use the model issued from [YAN2009] able to formalize the relationship 
between virtual and real objects, avatars and real people… thru sensors and actuators both in 
the virtual life (ex: virtual sensor) and the real life (ex: real actuator). 
Personalisation, Adaptation and Feedback are important features of SeCG. Players would like 
to define their own in game parameters such as avatars, profile, skills, preferences, buddys, 
etc. The game should provide means to build different player roles. 
While in game, the game should adapt to the players, we made this statement through POU-
PLUG where a monitoring tool was implemented to track player behaviour, to provide 
information to a game master, and to tune the game rules and difficulties for the players. But 
adaptation is a wider feature in the context of the UAREHERE call. It covers game aspects, 
but also research aspects embedded in the game, stakeholders should be able to adjust 
dynamically the purpose of the ARE/ARG.  
Also, players can discover their own game patterns that match research goal. These patterns 
then should be themselves injected into the game. It is a specific case of design pattern that 
we call "inception" in reference to the movie Inception [NOL2010]. Players should be able to 
launch their own ARE/ARG inside the original ARE/ARG. Further, a new and deeper 
immersion can be fostered in the context of the launch. It can go on recursively. This ability 
to allow inception is the grail of adaptation. 
The overall set of features, from monitoring players experience to adaptation, defines a 
feedback loop that helps to monitor the overall ARE/ARG. 
8. Outputs: The execution of the ARE/ARG delivers logs, events, snapshots, traces, cues, 
recordings (videos, sounds, motions…). These raw data can be processed, through a bigdata 
approach, to produce two kinds of results: analytics and patterns. Analytics can help to extract 
metadata that gives a global overview of how the game evolves. Data Visualization can help 
to express meaningful information. Patterns express application or player behaviour, learning 
process, knowledge building process. Application patterns have been studied in the context of 
networked cyber-physical systems such as pervasive game [KIM2010], from which we can 
leverage ideas of how to design ARG/ARE and collect/analyze behavioural patterns/models 
using the principled way supported by NCPS framework [CHO2013] and programing 
paradigm for loosely coupled systems. 
Significant cues can lead to reconsider some of the features of the ARE/ARG. The SeCG 
should make it possible. But modifying dynamically an ARE/ARG is complex and should be 
carefully handled. It should be achieved through the adaptation functionality. 
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